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Nonverbal Behavior in Interpersonal Relations offers a complete and precise explanation of the
principles of nonverbal communication and their application in everyday life. The authors draw
from a wide variety of disciplines and upon their vast experience as instructors, consultants, and
corporate trainers to offer a unique blend of social scientific and humanistic approaches to the
study of nonverbal behavior. This well-researched book offers conclusions about the research in
an easy-to-read style. Each chapter includes exercises, activities, self-tests, or questionnaires
that help readers explore and understand the actual and potential impact of nonverbal behaviors
on communication. The text also helps readers build the skills they will need to become
competent nonverbal communicators in today's global community.

About the AuthorLouis Scheeder is founder and director of the Classical Studio, an advanced
training program in the Department of Drama at NYU's Tisch School of the Arts. He has directed
plays on, off, off-off Broadway, and at regional theaters in the US and Canada. He has worked at
the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Manitoba Theatre Centre, and the Folger Theatre Group.
He also directs both dance and performance.Shane Ann Younts teaches Techniques of Voice
and Text classes in the Graduate Acting Department at NYU's Tisch School of the Arts,
specializing in the texts of Shakespeare. She also teaches and coaches actors for theater, film,
and television at her Manhattan studio. She has served as Voice Consultant for Broadway, off-
Broadway, and regional theater productions including The Guthrie Theater, The Public Theater
and The Pearl Theatre. She previously taught at The Public Theater's Summer Shakespeare
Lab, The Juilliard School (Drama Division), The American Academy of dramatic Arts, and NYU
(Undergraduate Drama) in the Classical Studio.
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JoePonders, “Very easy to read.. This book was very easy to read. It wasn't the most captivating
or technical, but I suppose that's partly what made it easy to digest in a hurry.* Note if you're
renting: I rented from "RentU" and I received the book in horrendous condition. The front and
back covers were practically falling off. I made sure to take photographs because it almost
seemed like they were trying to bait me into having to pay for damages once the covers
inevitably fell off. Luckily, that didn't happen, but paying $35 for a book in that condition is a joke.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good but book is damaged. Purchased a rental and received it in slightly
damaged condition. Very worn cover and spine. But does not effect the content.”

Stephanie, “This is a great book that I will keep on my shelf. This is a great book that I will keep
on my shelf. It was required for a class, however, I have learned quite a bit from daily behavior
that I have personally overlooked even as a communication major in college. I would definitely
recommend this book to buy vs. rent and also for people looking to acquire new information for
personal benefits in the world of communication!”

Naomi, “A little damaged. I bought this book brand new and the corners are all bent. Still very
usable but it dowsnt look really fresh.”

Liv052020, “I mean it's not like I am going to be showing this off. Purchased this for a class. In
decent shape, a little worn and taped together in some areas but it still functions well. I mean it's
not like I am going to be showing this off, I only need it for my course. Good price for a college
textbook!”

Teri, “I just purchase this book for a class I'm taking .... I just purchase this book for a class I'm
taking, and I'm using this through the kindle e. This is my first time using this kindle system got it
right away downloaded on my system and I'm all ready to go.... Go study that is.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Student. Worked great! Explains concepts well and really helps make
great mental connections. I will for sure recommend this book in the future”

The book by Louis Scheeder has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 106 people have provided feedback.
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